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ÀBSTR.ÀCT

Representation transformation can be one of the

strategies applied in problem solving. This work deals with

the problem of bidirectional traffic flow along an arbitrary
road section, such control being adaptive to changing speeds

in either directions. It became necessary to transform the

problem from the original time-explicit representation into
a purely spatial form in order to utilize the search and

pattern-matching facilities of PROLOG. The size of the goal

tree built from the new representation then becomes

independent of the number of intersections. Such a program

supplies, if physically feasible, the offset values required

to give bidirectional flow during a specified time channel.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Problem solving is one of the major issues in ArtificiaL
InteIligence. Problem solving can be viewed as 'searchiDg',

'reasoning' or 'conflict resolution' (or constraint
satisfaction). t1l But no matter what the technique is, the

central issue in^ problem solving is how to transform the

initial situation into a solution satisfying the solution
conditions ( i.e. the parameters) in the most efficient
manner. These different techniques of problem solving can

actually be co-working together. For instance, the

accumulation of new information processes in the reasoning

algorithm can be enhanced by the searching technique.

In the book The Sc ience of Art i f ic ial , t3l Simon suggested

that "aII of problem solving can be viewed as changes of

representation". On the topic of 'Representation Changes as

a Problem Solving Technigue', research has been done by

Herbert Simon in the Carnegie-MeIlon University 12,3,4f .

From his results, one should realize that "changing

representation is a very powerful problem solving strategy".

l2l Using different representations, one can tackle the

problem in a variety of vrays
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In applying representation changes, Brown i4l

demonstrated how a geometric problem can be transformed into

a geometric algorithm. The algorithm was in a

computationally ready format. That geometric algorithm can

be readily coded into programming language, thus enhancing

the efficiency of the process of problem solving.

This thesis deals with the application of suitable

Àrtificial Intelligence (ar) methods to the physical problem

of maintaining bidirectional traffic flow along a road

section of arbitrarily-spaced intersections. Traffic control

is particularly interesting because of its temporal nature.

À scheduling traffic control problem was examined by a

Russian control scientist Cherniavsky t5l in 1972. It y¡as a

timetable compilation for a single-track railway system.

The basic scheme Cherniavsky used was a tree building

method. with look ahead method as one of the features, the

size of the xnd/Or tree was reduced by elirninating the

unnecessary branches. The tree would grow from leveI to

leve1 with the increment of the railway stations. As the

number of stations increased, the depth, the complexity of

the tree building mechanism, and the problem size became

uncontrollable.

Direct temporal machine reasoning on the traffic problem

as represented in space-time proved unsuccessful. It become

necessary to transform the space-time representation into a



purely spatial form. Such 'space spectrum' is obtained by

expressing a temporal limit on green signal extension as

corresponding spatial tolerance on intersection locations.
The periodicity of such a 'space spectrum' is directly
related to the cycle time.

Discretizing
f inite I i st helps

process i ng . It
independently of

values from a continuous interval into a

to reduce the search space in subsequent

is required that the program runs

the number of intersections involved.
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Chapter II
STÀTEMENT OF PROBLEM

À traffic signalling system is operated in the cyclic
mode. There are pre-determined intervals of signal
patterns to control the flow of traffic.

In most cases, the duration of the green light is not

necessaril-y the same as the red tight. A bidirectional-flow
traffic system is a system allowing two vray traffic moving

at the same time but in opposite directions. The traffic
problems to be addressed in this thesis are:

1. to determine the existence of space-time solutions

enabling (physical) bidirectional traffic flow.
2. to identify the signal control parameters for such

solutions (in terms of chosen cycle time, green

extension and offset time for the individual
intersections).

Bidirectional flow may be:

1. physically impossible for a given road system with

normal traffic parameters (such as speed, green light
time etc. ) ,

2. mathematically possible, but would involve

unrealistically short or long cycle times.

4



Figure 1 gives an example of bidirectional traffic flow

through four intersections. It demonstrates how green time

must be increased to accommodate reverse flow.

An algorithm was developed

of bidirectional flow and

parameters for any road sect

spacing subject to given

desirable cycle times

that examines the possibility

determines the signalling
ion with arbitrary intersection

average traffic speeds and

In this algorithm, the following variables serve as

inputs: the up-stream traffic speed, the down-stream

traffic speed, and the physical distances from intersection
to intersection. Àn additional factor called green-loss

time is introduced to place limits on green-time extensions.

Green-loss time expresses the green signal time extension

required to permit bidirectional traffic flow through a

particular intersection. Figure 2 íIlustrates this.

Through traffic involving two intersections is assumed

when the two green lights are turned on in sequencer so that
the traffic would be hitting two green lights in the two

intersections. The sequencing of green Iight in the

subsequent intersection for through flow of traffic would

involve delaying the time when the green light is turned

on. Delay time for next intersection is related to the

previous intersection. The delay is usually Èhe travel time

from one intersection Èo the next one. with different delays

5-
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put on to the intersections, the actual traffic through-flow

time (green passage time) may not be equal to the ideat

total through flow time. Synchronization of traffic Iights
in certain patterns would allow bidirectional traff ic

passing through via some green passage channel-s.

By inputing the physical conditions (such as distances),

desired speeds (upward traffic speed and downward traffic
speed) and maximum allowable green loss time, the system

would determine if a possible signal period does exist, so
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that bidirectional traffic flow is achieved. Figure 3 is
the graphical space-time representation of the problem.
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Chapter III
soLUTroN TECHNTOI'E

The traffic problem is presented as a space-time graph,

which is then transformed into a simplified space-spectrum

representation. The new representation is in a

computationally ready format.

Figure 3 is the space-time representation of four

intersections, having the time points as the horizontal
axis, and the physical distance units as the vertical axis.
A space spectrum graph is a one dimensional representation

of the traffic problem. Time is embedded in the spatial
tolerances on intersection locations, using Linear Motion

Equa t i on

DI STANCE

TIME (1)

SPEED

In the space spectrum, all elements are measured in the

physical distance unit. Green loss time limit in the

space-time representation is then translated into green loss

space. This is the spatial tolerance that is needed for
bidirectional traffic fIow. Figure 4 illustrates the

translat ion.

- 10
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In Figure 4, the time gap between point À and point B

represents the green Ioss time. The time gap t.ranslated

into the space spectrum representation wiIl be called [o
(ttre distance from the beginning of the intersection to

point E). Using the given maximum allowable green loss time

in the space-time representation, [o is translated into

green loss space. The green loss space is then used by the

system to create the green space spectrum. The green space

spectrum is representing the spatial projection of green

loss constraint. These spectra are expressing the spatial

tolerance to permit bidi rect ional traf f ic flow,

Graphically, it is easy to visualize the width of a green

space spectrum is equal to twice the width of [o.

As up traffic speed is normally different from the down

traffic speed, the calculation of [o will depend on the

combined geometric mean of the two different speeds.

Mathematically, the value of [O is calculated as foIlow:

I

ÀD = Distance between Point À and B *

Up

Speed

Ðown

Speed

If the distance

green loss time

aaaaaaa

of Point À to

, then Equation

...(2)
Point B

Q) can

is the max

be rewrit
imum allowed

ten as:
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ÀD = Green Loss Time *

Up Speed Down Speed

(3)

Since green loss limit is given as a parameter to the

system and up and down traffic speeds are known, the

functional value of [o can be determined directly.

From Equation (3), the following Equation is desired:

Time Period = Spatial Period *

Up Speed Down Speed

...... (4)

orr Equation (4) can be rewritten as:

SpatialPeriod = TimePeriod * ( + ---)
Up Speed Down Speed

(s)

The technique used to search for a solution is mainly

pattern matching. The pattern matching process is prepared

by the translation of the space-time graph into spatial

13



spectrum. The proposed cycle time is also projected (by

Equation 5) into a spatial period. The space spectrum

representat ion contains aIl relevant t ime informat ion

expressed as periodic intersection range. The matching

process is between the input Iist of the physical distances

between intersections and the newly created stream of

periodic spatial spectra. I f all elements of physical

distance listing fall within any one of the green space

spectra, then the matching is successful.

There is no preset reference point to start off the

matching process. An arbitrary reference point is selected.

Furthermore, this reference point can be adjusted in order

to achieve a successful matching. This adjustment is
feasible because the green space spectrum covers a range of

green space, and the spectra are periodic. This adjustment

process is caIIed sliding. Aftei the counter-translation
back to the space-time representation from the spatial
representation, the amount, slid is used to calculate the

offset time for each intersection. Because of the periodic

nature of the spectra, the sliding will never exceed one

full period range. The amount that slid is called spatial
shifting. This shifting is measured with respect to a

reference point in the first intersection of the physical

intersection list. For example, íf the spatial period is
10, then the possible spatial shiftings can be ranged from 0

to 9. Since all shiftings are in integer values¡ â finite

14



list of possible shiftings can be found and the possible

spatial shiftings are grouped together and called the

spatial shifting list. The spatial shiftings Iist for the

spatial period 10 is [0,1,2,...,8,9J. During the matching,

the whole spatial spectrurn is effectively shifted by the

shifting value, although matching to a periodic spectrum can

be achieved simply by matching a road line to the periodic

extension of a single spatial period. The shifting process

always begins with a shifting value of zero. If the

matching is not successful, then the shifting value will be

incremented by one. The sliding (shifting the spectrum with

the incrementation of shifting values) will stop if aII
shifting values are tried and the matchings are

unsuccessful. The first shifting value that wilI make the

matching of spatial spectrum and distance list successful

will be recorded

Because the spatial spectrum is periodic, one can make

good use of the 'mod'function which wiIl return the

remainder of an integer division. For example, íf the

distance of next intersection is 24 units avray, and the

spatial period is 10, spatial shifting is 0, then 24 mod 10

is 4 (termed the 'moded' distance element).

Moreover, if the distance is kept as 24 units avray, the

spatial period is 10, and the spatial shifting is 5, then 24

mod 10 is 4. The normalize'moded'distance element is 4 - 5

which is -1 . The 'moded' d.istance element has value minus

15



one, which is the same as having value 9. It is because the

negative value put the distance element on the left hand

side of the 'standard spatial spectrum' which is one period

backward. The distance element lay in the previous period

with displacement value 9 from the beginning of that period.

Furthermore, the 'moded' distance element must fall within

the range of the shifting list.

À match is said to be successful only when all 'moded'

distance elements fall into the range of green space

spectrum under the spatial period with appropriate shifting
values "

16



Chapter IV

COMPUTER ALGORITHM

The algorithm for the solution technique is
flow chart in Figure 5.

presented as a

In Figure 5, the process 'Input and Initialization' is
the procedure that accepts inputing traffic parameters.

These parameters are the distance list of the intersections,
the down speed, the up speed, green loss time linit and a

proposed time period selection. In the initialization
process, the geometric mean of the two different speeds will
be calculated. The resulting combined speed wiIl be used

later in the alqorithm.

In the outer loop of the algorithm, the repetition of the

Ioop depends on the availability of the proposed time

period. Every time period wiIl be translated into spatial
period format, and be passed on to the matching mechanism.

The outer loop will terminate only if there is no more

proposed time period available in the proposed Iist.

The inner loop (carrying out spatial shifting and

subsequent matching to the distance Iist) is controlled by

the shifting list of spatial offsets which spans values

within a proposed spatial period (translated from Èhe

17
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proposed time period).In such shifting list, the spatial
shifting elements are in ascending order starting at 0. À

spatial shifting element is taken one by one and passed to

the matching process. If a match is successful, then the

corresponding shifting value will be sLored and the Ioop

will be terminated. The system will save the proposed time

period, not the spatial period. The control is passed back

to the outer loop which wiII take another proposed time

period element. If the current shifting element inside the

inner loop is not successful in the rnatching process, the

next available shifting element wiII be activated. If no

spatial shifting elements fit into the matching process, the

inner loop will also terminate, and control wiIl pass back

to the outer loop but nothing will be stored. That proposed

time period element wiII just be deleted.

Because the spatial-period spectrum is periodic , it is
sufficient to carry out matching within a single period of

that spectrum. Each Iine of the intersection distance list
is reduced to its'moded'distance, which is the distance in

excess of multiples of spatial periods. The process

commences by aligning the first intersection so that it may

coincide with the lower boundary of the spatial represented

tolerance of green loss of aIl intersection. The 'moded'

distance list compresses aIl intersection distances within a

single spatial period. Bidirectional flow for a given cycle

time is guaranteed if such 'moded' distances all fali within

19



the spatial tolerance range. If one Iine comparison from the

distance list should fail, then the inner loop puts forward

the next available shift value for the space spectrum and

the Drocess repeats.

To generate the offset control parameters, the reverse

translation from space back to the space-time representation

is used. The first acceptable time period (stored after the

successful matching process) for the physical road system

(intersection distance list) will be used together with the

corresponding spatial shifting vaIue. The spatial shifting
value producing must be expressed in terms of time. The

time offset values mav differ from intersection to

intersection. In the calculation, the center of the

spatial spectrum will be used as the reference point. The

transLation process wiIl first determine the leading-Iagging

relationships of indivi'duaI intersections with such

reference point, and from there the time offset is

calculated. The time offset values for individual

intersections wiIl be used to determine the green loss time

to be t,olerated for bidirectional traffic flow through that

interbection. This calculation is based on Equation 3 in
p.13. The resulting variables are: a list of acceptable

time periods I a list of corresponding time offsets frorn the

first accepted time period, and a green-loss time Iist

corresponding to the individual intersections.

20



The algorithm is actualized by a computer program which

is written in a computer language called PROLOG. The

language PROLOG is used because of the builtin automatic

searching and backtracking mechanism. However, symbolic

representation in terms of predicates is required.

Procedure calIs from the top predicate down to supporting

predicates guarantees exhaustive search for all possible

solutions.

Figure 6 is the graphical representation of the goal tree

built from the top predicate 'traffic'. All the arrowed

lines are procedure calls from higher hierarchical
predicates.

Corresponding to the flow chart in Figure 5, the

top-down goal tree in Figure 6 will work under the same flow

of data control. To increment a loop control structure

inside a predicate, the controlling predicates (such as

'tolperiod' and 'shift' ) will re-instantiate the loop

control variables by means of recursive calI to themselves.

Subsequent tree structure wilI grow from those newly

re-instantiated variables.

To satisfy the top predicate 'traffic
major predicates wiII be instantiated.

three predicates will satisfy the' top

program wi1- stop. These three

'tol1ist' , 'tolperiod' and 'offset' .

' , three subsequent

The success of these

predicate, and the

predicates are

21
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The predicate 'toIIist' will be the first subgoal of the

top predicate. From the traffic parameters (speeds, green

Ioss limit), a green space spectrum (cneeN_orsT LIST) is

created and then returned to the top predicate. The

spectrum (CnneN_orST LrST) will be used later by other

predicates.

The predicate 'tolperiod' is the next predicate that

instantiates after the success of the 'tollist'. A proposed

time period is translated into the corresponding spatial
period. 'tolperiod' will instantiate its subsequent

subgoals, namely the 'shiftrange' and the 'shift' .

'tolperiod' itself wiIl also behave as a loop controller of

passing the proposed spatial period to its subgoals for
matching.

The predicate 'shiftrange' will return a possible spatial
shifting . list from the proposed spatial period. The

predicate 'shift' prepares the matching process by passing

the shifting el-ements. It serves as a 'WHILE not satisfy
CONTINUE' Iooo controiler

Support ing predicates under ' shi ft ' are 'matchl ine' ,

'member' and 'modline'. Their jobs are matching the

information (i.e. the spatial shifting, spatial period,

green distance list and road list ) to accomplish the

matching process in the flow chart.

23



I f the matching i s successful , the instant iated t ime

period element (in predicate 'tolperiod') wiII be saved. The

failure of the matching process will fait all subgoals of

'tolperiod' and the variable PERIOD_HEAD from the proposed

period tist wiIl be re-instantiated without saving the

previous value

Às predicate 'tolperiod' is the loop controller for
passing on time period elements, the end of the proposed

time period list hits the boundary condition of the

predicate and terminates this procedure.

The predicate 'offset' is the last subgoal to be ca1led

by the top predicate. This predicate wiII translate the

information from a spatial form to a time-space form. If
there exists a possible time period that permits

bidirectional flow of traffic, the predicate will calculate
the green loss time and offset time for every intersection.
I f there is no possible time period which permits

bidirectional flow under the given traffic parameters, the

predicate 'offset' will just fail and thus fail the top

predicate 'traffic' .

Figure 7 is another version of the flow chart which

contains aIl predicates. This figure wiIl highlight the

functional responsibilities of different predicates.

The process 'Input and Initialization' is done in the

predicaÈe 'traffic'. The creation of green space spectrum is

24



done by the predicate 'tollist' . The creation of the

spatial shifting list is done by the predicate 'shiftrange'.
The preparation of the spatiaJ- shifting list is set up in

the predicate 'tolperiod' . Predicate 'shift' will control

the inner Ioop, while predicate 'matchline' wiII accomplish

the process 'Matching' in the flow chart in Figure 5.

Predicate 'offset' will fulfi11 the Drocess 'Translation
from sÞace to time'.

Complete program

in the Àppendix.

listing with documentations are listed

25
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Chapter V

SOME COMI¡ÍENTS ON THE PREDICÀTES Al{D E¡iPERIMENTS

From the simple algorithm listed in Figure 5, the

predicates in the computer program are instantiated at

different levels when building the goal tree.

5.1 TRÀFFIC

As the predicate 'traffic' is the top predicate, its
variables are gobal. They are:

1. ROADLIST A list of distances between successive

road intersections.
2. DOWN_SPEED Speed of the down traffic, with units

in km/sec.

3. UP-SPEED _ Speed of the up traffic in km/sec

4. GREENLOSSLIMIT Maximum green-Ioss time ( in

seconds) tolerated, where green loss is excess green

signal time(at an intersection) required to permit

bidirectional traffic through that intersection.
5. PROPOSED_PERIOD LIST À list of signaling time

periods available for sel-ections by the program. The

discrete period values (in seconds) may be ordered

according to preference,

27



6. RESULTED_PERIOD LIST Certain proposed period

vaJ-ues may not be useful physically in maintaining

bidirectional traffic flow over the road section

consider. Thé returned period Iist, however, retains
only values useful for signal control.

TIME_OFFSET LIST Time offsets indicate the

required green start times (in seconds) relative to a

common reference. (ft is computationally convenient

to refer offsets to a time instant coincident with

zero green loss of a reference intersection which

is usually the first intersection in the given road

Iist.) When returned, the offset Iist gives values

only relating to the first entry in the returned
period Iist. This is designed to provide most

des i rable ,

control.
un lgue solution for actual physicaL

8. GREEN LOSS LIST Such list of actual green loss

values for the individual intersections is required

to obtain the green-duration times for the individual
intersections subsequenÈIy. The green ( signal )

duration is simply the sum of the green loss time and

the desired passage time, during which continuous

bidi rect ional traf f ic over the whole system i s

assured.

7.
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The top predicate will calculate the geometric mean of

the up and down speeds. It will construct the green space

spectrum. Subsequent predictes 'tolperiod' and 'offset'
will be instant.iated to satisfy the goal

In PROLOG language, the predicate 'traffic' forms the

head of the following rule:

traf f ic (notoLrsT, DogtN SPEED, uP SPEED,

GREENLOSSLTMTT, PROPOSED_PERTOD LrST,

REST LTED_PERIOD LIST,TrME_OFFSET trST,

GREEN LOSS LIST) 3-

MEANSPEED is UP SPEED * DOITN SPE,ED /
(up spsnD + DoI{N_SPEED),

GREEN-DIST iS 2 * GREENÍ.OSSLIMIT * MEÀNSPEED,

tolliet (cnenN_Drsr, cREEN_Drsr Lrsr),
tolper iod ( pRoposED_pERroD Lr sr,

RESITLTED_PERTOD LrST,

SPÀTIÀL_SHTFTTNG LIST, ROADLTST,

GREEN-DIST' GREEN-DIST LIST'

MEÀNSPEED),

of f set (noeortsr, GREEN_DIST LrsT,

MEANSPEED, RESIIT,TED_PERTOD rJrST,

SPATIÀÍ,-SHIFTING T.I ST,

TrME_OFFSET LrST, GREEN I.OSS LrST).
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The input paraneters of 'traffic' are : ROADLIST,

DOWN_SPEED, uP_SPEED, GREENLOSSLIMI T , and

PROPOSED-PERIOD LIST.

The output parameters are : RESULTED_PERIOÐ LIST,

TIME_OFFSET LIST, and GREEN LOSS LIST.

Since this is the top predicate, Erial queries on this
predicate are listed under the section 'EXPERIMENTS' in the

Iater part of this chapter.

5.2 TOLPERIOD

The predicate 'tolperiod' introduces periodicity into the

space spectrum by converting the time period into a

corresponding spatial value. The predicate will return two

liStS (RETURNED-PERIOD LTST ANd SPATIÀL-SHIFTING LIST) fTOM

the input variables (pROpoSED_pERroD LrST, RoÀDLrST,

GREEN_DIST, GREEN_DIST LIST and MEANSPEED). The predicate

wiIl attempt a match of the ROÀDLIST with a spatial
represe.ntation of the green loss lirnit under bidirectional
flow. Such space projection produces a periodic spectrum.

These space spectra express the spatial tolerances of

intersection locations based on a green-loss-Iimit concept.

The time period is
formula :

Time period = Space

where meanspeed is the

converted to a space period by the

period * ( 1/up Speed + 1/oown Speed )

reciprocal of the combined speeds,
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1.e. Space period = Time period * Meanspeed

It is important to ensure that the width of the spatial
period is longer than the width of a spatial spectrum.

The predicate 'shiftrange' in the rule body is
instantiated to create a list of discrete shifting values

starting at 0 and ending with (n-1 ) where n is the spatial
period. Another predicate 'shift' is then instantiated to

finish the matching.

Since the predicate 'tolperiod' is a loop-controlling
predicate, the loop wiIl stop when all proposed periods are

exhausted. The loop-controlling variable is called
PROPOSED_PERIOD LIST. The first element of this list is
used for subsequent tree building and pattern matching of

Ihe ROAD LIST.

The input parameters of 'tolperiod' are :

PROPOSED_PERrOD LrST, ROADLTST, GREEN_DIST, GREEN_ÐIST LrST

and MEANSPEED.

The output parameters are

SPÀTIAL SHIFTING LIST.

RESULTED PERIOD LIST and

The variables are arranged in the following order :

tolperiod(pRopoSED_pERroD LrST, RESULTTNG_PERIoD LrST,

SPÀTIAL-SHIFTING LIST, ROADLIST, GREEN_DIST,

GREEN DIST LIST, MEANSPEED)
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Success of this predicate will depend on the success of

the supporting predicates 'shiftrange' and 'shift' . The

operation of 'tolperiod' is demonstrated by the examples

below:

tolperiod( l1 0l,RESULTINc_pERroD Lrsr,spATrAL_SHIFTrNc Lrsr,
[1,9,14,17 ,20J ,4, [0 ,1 ,2,3,4] ,1)?

** NO THE ÀNSWER.

tolperiod( [ 1 0, 5],ResulrrNc_pERroD LIST,SeATTÀL_sHrFTrNG LrsT,

[1,9, 14,17,20),4, 10,1,2,3,4],1)?
RESULTING_PERIOD LIST = t5]

SPATIÀL SHIFTING LTST = TO]

The predicate'tolperiod'
procedure :

is defined by the following

tolperiod( [], [], [],noeoLrsr, GREEN_DIsr,

GREEN_DIST LIST, MEANSPEED) .

tolperiod( [penroo-HsAD I ennroo_TÀrLl,

lpenroo_HnÀD I nnsur,u,r srl ,
lsr¡rrr I surrtr,rsr], Roru)rrsr,

GREEN DIST, GREEN_DIST LrST,

MEANSPEED) !-
SPÀCE-PERIOD-HEAD is PERIOD-HEÀD * IIEANSPEED,

SPACE.PERIOD-HEAI' > GREEN-DIST,

shi f t range ( sp¡ce_PERr oD_HEat),
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POSSI BLE-SHI FTI NG-LI ST ),
shÍf t(noaor.lsr, GREEN Drsr LrsT,

SPACE_PERTOD_HEAD,

SHIFT, POSSIBLE SHTFTING LIST),

t,
tolperiod(PERIOD_TAIL, RESI'LTLIST, SHTFTLIST,

RON)LrST, GREEN_DIST,

GREEN_DIST LrST, MEANSPEED) .

tolperiod( [pnnroo_HuAD I ennroo_TÀrL],

RESI'LTTNG_PERIOD LI ST,

SHIFTLIST, RON)LIST, GREEN_DIST,

GREEN DIST LIST, MEÀNSPEED) !-
tolper iod ( PERIoD_TAIIJ, RESI'LTLIST, SHTFTLI ST,

ROÀI)LIST, GREEN_DIST,

GREEN DrST LIST, MEA!{SPEED).

5.3 SHIFT

This predicate will accept a road list ¡ d green distance
list, one erement of the proposed period rist, and a rist of

spatial shift values required for matching. The predicate
wilr try to match the spatiar period with the road rist and

green dist.ance list by varying the spatial shifts on the
road Iist. (spatial shifts from a shifting Iist). The

actuar matching is not done here; the role of this predicate

is to set up the match by supplying different shifting
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values and to check the boundary conditions. The matching

part is done by the predicate 'matchline'. The original
predicate 'shift' is controlling the loop. The loop wiIl
stop either when a rnatch i s f ound or when aII given shi f t
values have failed to give a match. The loop-controlling
variable and supplying these shifting values for a match is
'POSSIBLE_SHIFTING LIST'. If 'matchline' succeeds, then the

predicate 'shift' will stop the loop by returning to the

predicate 'tolperiod' an indication of success. I f the

predicate 'matchline' fails, then the header element of the

'POSSIBLE SHIFTINc LIST' will be deleted. This header

element will be re-instantiated by the recursive call to the

predicate ' shi ft' .

If the returning results of 'matchline' indicates a

failure, then the first rule of the predicate 'shift' will
fail and the second rule will be instantiated. Rule 2 of

predicate 'shift' wiIl delete the unsatisfyable shifting
element from the POSSIBLE_SHIFTING LIST and will try the

next available shifting value.

Input parameters are: ROAÐLIST, GREEN_DIST LIST, PERIOD,

aNd POSSIBLE SHIFTING LIST.

Output parameter is'SHIFTING.

The order in 'shift' is:
shi f t (RoADLr ST,GREEN_DI ST Lr sr, PROPOSED-PERI OD,

POSSIBLE SHIFTING tIST)RESULTT NG_SHI FTi NG,
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The operation of the predicate 'shift' is demonstrated as

foIlow:

shift ( [1,8,14,17,20], [0,1,2,3,4),'1 0,RESULTTNG_OFFSET,

[0, 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9J)?
** NO

shift ( [1,8,14,17,20], [0,1,2,3,4f , 5,RESULTTNG_sHrFTrNG,

[0,1,2,3,4J)?
RESULTING SHIFTING = O

The predicate 'shift' forms the procedure:

ShifI( [], GREEN-DIST LIST, PERIOD,

POSSI BT,E-SHIFTING LI ST)

shift(no¡nr,tsr, GREEN_Drsr r.,rsT, 1

[] ,

POSSIBLE SHIFTING LIST)

shift (noepust, GREEN_DrsT r.rsT, pERroD,

sHrFTrNG, [SHrrrrxc I sHrrrrNc_TÀrL] ) :-
natchline (notuLrsT, GREEN_DIsr rrrsT,

PERTOD, SHIFTING, ROÀDI IST),

t.

shi f t (no¡or,l st, GREEN_Dr sr r,rsr, pERroD,

SHIFTTNG,

[sr¡¡rrrr¡c_HEru) | sHrrrrNc_TÀrr,l ) :-

0,
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shÍft (nOeOrlst, GREEN-DIST LIST,

PERIOD, SHIFTING,

SHIFTING-TAIL).

5.4 MATCHLINE

This predicate accepts a road Iist, a green distance

list (from 0 to 2 delta D), a proposed spatial period

value, one spatial shifting value (from the SPÀTIAL SHIFTING

LIST) and returns a resulting road Iist. This oredicate

will take an element of road list one by one' 'moded'by a

given spatial period that is producing an instance of the

variable MODHEAD. These distances in excess of space period

multiples are subtracted by the spatial shifting. The

converted distance element is matched with the green

distance range for green passage. Tf. the checking is

acceptable (i.e. the road list element falt into the range

of a green spectrum), the original road list element is

stored, otherwise it is thrown away. Every road list element

is checked, and the resulting road list is created. If the

original road list is the same as the resulting road list

then the period is called to be accepted. The predicate

'member' will match one element with a list, is where the

matching taking pIace. The predicate 'modline' wilI

normalize the 'moded' distance by subtracting the spatial

shift values from Èhe 'moded' distance.
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The input parameters are:

PERIOD, and SHIFTING.

ROADLI ST, GREEN-DIST LIST,

The output parameter is the resulting ROADLIST.

I f the inputing ROÀDLIST is the same as outputing

ROÀDLIST, then predicate wiIl depend on the success of

predicates'modline' and'member' .

The variables of

following order:
'matchl ine' are arranged in the

matchl ine (RoeoLI ST,GREEN_DI ST LI ST, PERIOD, SHTFTING, ROÀDLI ST)

The operation of the predicate 'matchline' is
demonstrated as follow:
matchline ( [ 1 ,8,14,17 ,20J , [0,1 ,2,3,4] ,10,0,RES_ROADLIST) ?

RES_ROÀDLIST = 11,14,201

(i.e. one can see the original ROADLIST is NOT the

same as the RES ROÀDLIST. )

matchline( [1,8,14,17,20J, [0, 1, 2,3,4], 5, 0,RES_RoADLrsr) ?

RES_ROÀDLIST = [1,8, 14,17,20]

The predicate 'matchline' is defined by the foltowing
procedure a

GREEN_DIST LrST, PERTOD,

sHrFTrNc, [] ).
matchline( [J ,
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matchline( lorstencn_Hnru) I orsrmvcE_TÀrL],

GREEN_DrST_LIST, pERrOD, SHTFTING,

lor srtxcE_HEAD I nnsur,uNc_Dr srÀNcEl ) : -
MODHEAI) is DTSTANCE_HEAD mod pERIOD,

modline (pnnroo, MoDHEAD, snrFTING,

NoRlrMoDHnAn ) ,

member (Honra¿ooHnru), GREEN_DIsr Lrsr),
!,
¡natchline (olsr¡NcE_TÀIL, GREEN_DIST LIST,

PERIOD, SHIFTING,

RESULTING-DIsr¡Ncg) .

nratchline ( [orsrexcE-jFIEAD I orsrexcE_TÀIL],

GREEN_DrST LIST, PERIOD,

sHrFTrNc, RESITLTTNc_DrsrÀt{cE) : -
natchline (orsTANcE_TArL, GREEN_Drsr f,rsT,

pERroD, sgrFTrNc, RESI¡LTTNG_DrsrÀìIcE) .

5.5 OFFSET

This predicate is preparing outputs from the previous

computation. Information from spatial representation is
translated back to the time-space representation. The

predicate v¿i11 create a time offset list from the first
resulting time period. Since the variables PERIOD LIST and
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SPATIÀL_SHIFTING LIST are instantiated before they are

passed to the predicate 'offset', there are some soec ia1

conditions that can be assumed. If the period list is not

empty, every elements in the resulting period list are

expected to be acceptable in the distance and green passage

set up. The predicate is protected from special cases. The

conversion between space shiftings to time offsets should

involve the division of the speed element from the

shi ft ings. These time offset values for individual
intersections wiIl be used to calculate the actual green

time need for bidirectional traffic flow over that

intersection. The outputing variables are a Iist of

acceptable time period, a list of corresponding time offsets
from the first accepted time period, and a list of extra

green signal time needed for bidirectional flow. This green

Ioss list is corresponding to the individual intersections.

The input parameters are: ROÀDLIST, GREEN_DIST LIST,

MEÀNSPEED, PERIOD LIST and SPATIÀL_OFFSET LIST.

The output

GREEN LOSS LIST.

Þarameters are: TIME OFFSET LIST aNd

The predicate 'offset' wiIl control the looping while the

supporting predicate 'leadlag' will do the convertion.

The order in 'offset' is :

offset (Roeoltst, GREEN_DIST LrST, MEÀNSPEED,

PERrOÐ LrST, SPÀTrAL SHIFTTNG LrST,

TIME_OFFSET LrST, GREEN_LOSS LrST)
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The operation

as f ollow:

of f set (11 ,8,14,

The predicate

procedure :

17 ,2ol , I o ,1 ,2,3 ,4f

TI},ÍE-OFFSET LI ST,

TIME_OFFSET LIST = [_1 ,1 ,2,0,_Zf
6REEN LOSS LI ST = [ 1 , 1 ,Z ,0 ,2f

,1 , [5] , [0] ,

GREEN LOSS LIST) ?

of the predicate 'offset' is demonstrated

'offset' is def ined by the following

of fset (notor,lst, GREEN_DIST LIST, tdEAlIsPEED,

[] , [] , [] , [] ).

of fset( [], GREEN_DrST trST, GREEN LOSS_r,rST,

PERTODLTST, SPATTAT,_SHTFTTNG LIST,

[] , [] ).

of fset( lprsr¡xcE_HEN) | orsrlxcE_TATLI,

GREEN-DIST LIST, MEANSPEED,

lpsnroo_HsÀD I psnrop_TÀrLl,

lsperr¡r. sHrFTrNc_HEN) | sparreL snrFTrNc_TArtl

lrrun_orFsET_HEN) | rrun_oFFsET_TArr,l,

lcnssx Loss_HEN) | cnnnn ross_Tarr.l ) 3-

TEMP iS (OTSTETICE-HEÀI) - SPATIAI,-SHIFTING-HEAD)

mod PERIOD-HEÀD,

Ieadlag ( tgttp , GREEN_DI sr_r,r sr ,

Tr ME_OFFSET_HEN),

GREEN [OSS_HEN), MEANSPEED),
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t,
of f set (orsr¡xcE_TArL, GREEN_Drsr Lrsr,

II{EANSPEED, [pnnrOO_HeÀD I pnnrOO_r¡rr.]

lsptrrer, sHrFTrNc_HEAD I

sPÀTrÀL SHr ptrxc_rer r,l

TIIIIE_OFFSET_TÀIL, GREEN LOSS_t¡lr, ) .

5.6 OTHER PREDICÀTES

Besides the above mentioned predicates, there are several

others acting as supporting procedures. Some of them are

mathematically designed to carry out some specific numerical

computation. Predicate 'modline', 'abs' are some of the

examples. Some of the predicates are for Iist processing,

such as 'append' and 'member' are the examples.

5.7 EXPERIMENTS

This is a PROLOG file run under the software PROLOG 86 on

the IBM Personal Computer, many trial cases have inputed

into the system and the results were acceptable.

For example, the following information is given:

1. Road intersection list is : [1,8,14,17,20]
2. Up speed is 2

3. Down speed is 2
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4. Green loss limit is 2

5. Proposed time period is [10,5]

Then question is asked:

traf f ic ( [1,8, 14,17,207,2,2,2, 110, 5],REsuLTrNcPERroD,

TIMEOFFSETLI ST, GREENLOSSLI ST ) ?

The ansller i s:

RESULTINGPERIOD = 15]

TIMEOFFSETLIST = [-1, .t, 2, 0, -2]

GREENLOSSLIST = [1, 1, Z, 0, 2]

That is, the period with 5 unit of ts-ime is acceptable

under the given parameters to permit bidirectional fIow.

And for the first intersection, the time offset is -1, which

is the same as offset 4 in the previous period. The green

loss time in intersection 1 is 1 unit of time. For

intersection 2, the offset time and the green loss time are

both 1 unit of time. For intersection 3 they are 2 and 2.

For intersection 4 both of f set and green loss are 0, ('i.e.

there are no green loss and no offset), while intersection 5

they are -1 and 1.

For another example, the following information is given:

1 . Road intersection Iist is : [1 ,8 ,14,17 ,20]

2. Up speed is 2

3. Down speed is 2

4. Green loss limit is 1
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5. Proposed time period is 15,71

Then question is asked:

traf f ic( [1,8,14,17,20J ,2,2,1,15,7 ] ,ReSUltINGPERroD,

TTMEOFFSETLTST,GREENLOSSLTST) ?

The answer is:
*:t NO

i.e. For the given traffic parameters, there are no

physical- bidirectional traffic flow allowed in the

intersections set up.

For another example, the following information is given:

1. Road intersection Iist is:[1,8,14,17,20]
2. Up speed is 2

3. Down speed is 2

4. Green loss limit is 1

5. Proposed time period is 14,5,6J

Then question is asked:

traftic ( [ 1 ,8,14;17 ,20) ,2,2,1 ,14,5,6] ,ngsuLTrNGPERIoD,

TIMEOFFSETLIST,GREENLOSSLIST) ?

The answer is:
RESULTINGPERIOD = I4]

TIMEOFFSETLIST = [ 0, -1, 1, 0, -1]

GREENLOSSLIST = [ 0, 1, 1, 0, 1]
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i.e. the period with 4 unit of time is accepted under the

given parameters to permit bidirectional f1ow.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

Time reasoning involving a form of Machine Intelligence

can be successfully employed in certain control situations.
Machine deduction about time can be made successful under

certain representation transformation.

The problem of maintaining bidirectional flow in a

traffic system proved to be intractable by involving

temporal parameters directly, but was solved when such

parameters were expressed in Èheir space-equivalent from.

Only then the pattern-matching and search properties of

PROLOG vrere ut i 1i zed.

Exhaustive search guarantees the identification of any

possible physical solution. It was shown that machine

deduction can be used effectively in the dynamic control of

physical systems. The program retãins particular

flexibility by being adaptive to any road pattern.

Furthermore, integer calculation is used in this problem

solving procedure. It is because of the discrete Iistings of

data required for the finite search. In turn, exhaustive

search only provides identification of all solutions or

proves the absence of any solution.
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ReaI time control requires computer automation. The

problem of measuring are the speed variables. Average speed

of traffic should be determined and reported to the computer

automation mechanism. Extra hardware and software are needed

to fulfilI this task.
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Appendix A

PROGRAM LISTING

%

% This is a PROLOG file run under the software PROLOG 86,

% on the IBM - PC, with 128 K RAM space using by the software.
o//o

% This PROLOG program consists of 13 different predicates,

% building a goal tree top down.

o//o

% This set of predicates will generates some space spectra,

% compares and matches ón a given road spectrum, with some

% preset conditions. The resulting lists will be of the

% fo1.Iowing, a possible period Iist (for suitable spacing on

% the spectra), a resulting spatial shifting list corresponding

% to the periods, and one time offset component list.
o/

o/
/ø

% The top predicate:

%

% TTAffiC(NOAOLIST, DOWN SPEED, UP_SPEED, GREENLOSSLIMIT,

PROPOSED_PERIOD LIST, RESULTED_PERIOD LIST,

TIME_OFFSET LIST, GREEN LOSS LIST)
o//o

o//ô

%

ROADLIST -- A Iist of distances between successive road

intersect ions.
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o/
/o

o/lo

o/

o//o

o//o

%

o//o

o//o

o//ø

o//o

o/

o/to

o//o

o//ô

o/lo

o/lo

ol/o

o//o

o/
/o

o//o

o/lo

o/lo

%

%

%

%

%

%

DOWN_SPEEÐ Speed of the down traffic,units in km/sec

UP-SPEED 
- 

Speed of the up traffic, in km/sec

GREENLOSSLIMIT Maximum green-lost time (in seconds)

tolerated, where green lose is excess

green signal time(at an intersation)
required to permit bidirectional
traffic through that intersection.

PROPOSED_PERIOD LIST À Iist of signaling periods

available for selections by the

program. The discrete period

values (in seconds) may be

ordered according to preference.

RESULTED-PERIOD LIST Certain proposed period values

may not be useful physically

in maintaining bidirectional
traffic flow over the road

section consider. The returned

period l-ist, however, retains

only values useful for

signal control.

TIME_OFFSET LIST -- Time offsets indicate the required
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o/lo

o/

o/
/o

o/
/o

ot
/o

o/
/o

o/lo

o/
/o

o/lo

o/

o/
/o

0/
/o

o/
/o

oflo

o/lo

o,/lo

o/lo

ol
/o

o/lo

of
/o

o/
/o

o/
fo

o/
/o

o/
/o

o/
/o

%

o/
/o

o/lo

GREEN LOSS LIST --

green start times (in seconds)

relative to a common reference.
(rt is computationally convenient

to refer offsets to a time instant

coincident with zero green loss of

a reference intersection - which is
usually the first intersection in

the given road Iist) when returned,

the offset list gives values only

relating to the first entry in the

returned period Iist. This is
designed to provide most desirable,

unique solution for actual physical

control.

Such list of actual green loss values

for the individual intersections is
required to complete the green-

duration times for the individual
intersections subsequently.

The green duration is simply

the sum of the green loss and the

desired green passage, during which

enables continuous bidirectional
traffic over the whole system is

assured.
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o//o

o/

o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o,/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o,/o/o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ ol o/o/ o/o/ o/o/ o/
/o /o /o/o /o /o /o /ô /o/o/o /o /o /o /o /o lo /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o tO /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o/o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o lo /o /o /o

o/
/o

traf f ic (no¡otrsT, DoI{N_SPEED, uP SPEED, GREENT,OSSLTMTT,

PROPOSED_PERTOD LIST, RESI'I,TED_PERIOD IJIST,

TIME_OFFSET LIST, GREEN LOSS tIST) :-

ITEANSPEED iE UP SPEED * DOYTN SPEF.D /
(up speso * oo*-sPEED);

% Meanspeed is the geometric mean of UP SPEED and DOWN SPEED.

% Green Space = GREENLOSSLIMIT * ( 1rlUp_Speed + 1/oown-Speed)

o//o

GREEN_DIST iS 2 * GREENIOSSLIMIT * I{EANSPEED,

o/lo

% where GREEN_DIST is the spatial projection of

% GREENLOSSLIMIT according to the conversion formula

%

% dcltA D = GREEN LOSS LTMTT / (1/VY SPEED + T/OOWH SPEED)

o//ô

totl i st (cngnN_DI sT , GREEN_DI ST_t I ST ) ,

o//o

% The predicate tollist will create a list of increasing

% integer green space starting from zero and ending with the

% with the GREEN DIST value above.
o//o
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tolperiod(pRoposED_PERroD t rsr, RESIILTED_PERroD LrsT,

SPÀTrÀL_SHTFTTNG LrST, ROAI)LrST, GREEN_DIST,

GREEN_DIST LrST, MEANSPEED),

o//o

%

% Tolperiod returns a list of available period values which

% are physically consistent with bidirectional traffic flow.

% It also returns a spatial shifting list required later.
o//o

%

of f set (no¡orlst, GREEN-DIsr r,rsr, IIIEÀ¡.ISPEED,

REST LTED_PERTOD_LIST, SPÀTIÀL SHTFTTNG LrST,

TIME-OFFSET LIST' GREEN LOSS [,IST).

%

% From the tr¡o lists (period list and spatial shifting) time

% offset is calculated and returned in the variable

% Time_offset_Iist.
o//o

%

o//o

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

o/lo

% tollist(TOPNUMBER, RESULTTNGLTST)

o//o

% This predicate will accept any positive

% integer and create a list of integers in

% ascending order starting from zero terminating

% at given positive integer.
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o/

o//o

% The resulting list is created by using repeaÈedly recursive

% calls to itself. The sublists wiII be joined together

% by the predicate 'append'.
o//o

%

tollist(0, [0] ).
o//o

% Boundary condition.

%

tolli st (TOPNI'MBER, RESttLTrNcLr ST) : -
o/

NTIMBER is TOPNI'UBER - 1,

NIIMBER >= 0,

%

% Check for negative numbers

%

tollist (NIn!BER, SUBLIST) ,

append(sualtsr, [rop¡ruugER], RgsttLrrNctrsr) .
ol
/o

ot
/o

% Predicate append is used to join the two list into one

o/lo

o/
/o

o/
/o

o/lo

o/lo
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o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ø/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/a/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ø/o/o/o/
/o/o /o/o/o/o /o lo/o /o/o/o /o /o /o lo/o /o /o lo lO /o /o /O /o /O /o /ô /o /O /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o lo /o /o /o /o lo /o /o lo /o/o /o/o /o/O/o/o /O /o /o /o /o /o /o lo lo /O /o /o /o

%

% tolperiod(PROPOSED_PERTOD LIST, RESULTED_PERTOD LrST,

?( SPÀTIÀL_SHIFTING LIST, ROADLIST, GREEN-DIST,

% GREEN-DIST LIST, MEÀNSPEED)

o//o

%

% This predicate will return two lists(RETURNED_PERIOÐ LrST

% and SPÀTIAL_SHIFTING LIST from the information given.

% The predicate will attempt a match of the ROÀDLISI rith a

% spatial representation of possible bidirectional flow under

% green loss constraints. Such space projection produces a

% periodic spectrum.
o//o

o/
/o

tolperiod( [], il, [],noepLrsr, cREEN-Drsr,

GREEN_DrST LrST, I{EÀNSPEED) .

o//o

% Boundary condition.
o.rlo

tolperiod( [penroD_HEÀD I penroo_TÀrr,l , [psntoD_HEN) |

RESI'LTLTSTI , [SHrrrrXC I SUrrrrNcLrSTl ,

RON)LrST, GREEN_DIST, GREEN DrST LrST,

MEANSPEED) :-
o//o

SPACE_PERIOD-HEN) is PERIOD_HEÀD * MEAI{SPEED,

o//o

% Time period is converted to space period by the formula
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% of :

% Time period = Space period * ( 1/up Speed + 1/oown Speed )

% where meanspeed is the reciprocal of the combined

% speeds

% i.e.
o/lo

% Space period = Time period * meanspeed

o/
/o

SPåCE_PERTOD_HEAD > GREEN_DIST,

o,/
/o

% It is also important to notice that the duration of

% spatial period must be longer than the green space

% spectrum.
o,//a

%

shi ftrange (spAcE_pERroD_HEAD, possrBtE_sHrFÎrNc trsr),
o//o

%

% The predicate shiftrange is more or less the same as

% the predicate tollist except the resulting list is from

% zero up to the top element 1 only but not containing the

% top element itself.
o//o

?(

shift (nololrsr, GREEN_DrST trsr,
sPÀcE_PERr OD_HEN), SHr FTTNG,

POSSIBLE SHIFTING LIST),

% The shift predicaÈe provides Èhe mechanism of what
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% predicate tolperiod should do where tolperiod wiIl set up

% for the shift
o//o

t,
c/
lo

% The cut will stop the backtracking and preserve the previous

% instant iat ion
o/lo

%

% The recursive call will stop when Period-tail is an empty list
o/rc

tolper iod ( PERToD-TÀIL, REsIrr.TLr sr, SHTFTTNGLT sr,
ROAI)LIST, GREEN-DIST,

GREEN-DIST LIST, MEANSPEED) .

torperíod( [psnroD-HEAD I psnroo-TArt], REsttLTr,rsT,

SHIFTINGTIST, RON)LIST, GREEN-DIST,

GREEN DIST LIST, MEA¡.ISPEED) 3-

tolperiod(PERIOD-TAIt' RESITLTLIST, SHIFTINGLIST,

ROÀI)IIST, GREEN-DIST,

GREEN-DIST LIST, MEANSPEED) .

% This second rule wilI delete the unapplicable proposed

% period element(s) from the list and continue Èhe search

% and match.
o//o

%

%
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lo

ol ol o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/o/o/o/o/o/ o/ o/olo/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/o/o/o/ o/o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/o/o/o/ o/ o/ o,t o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ o/o/ o/ o/ qto/ o/ o/ ol o/ o/ o/o/ o/
7o7o7o7o7o-/o7o-/o-/o-/o-/oJ/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/oiro/o/o /oilo/o/o/o/o/o/o/o /o /o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ot/'o/o/o/o/o/o/ô/a/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o

%

% shif trange (toenullenR, REsuLTrNGLrsr)

o/
/õ

% This shiftrange will create a list from an integer,

% starting from zero up to the number 1.

% This predicate is used to create a list which stored all the

% possible shifting variations from one period element.
o/
/o

% This predicate will call tollist to create the list"
o/,

shiftrange (ToPNI'MBER, REsur.TrNcLrsr) : -
NE9ITOPNI¡IIÍBER ig ÎOPNTIMBER - 1,

tolli st (NEwropNIrMBER, REsItLTrNcLr sr) .

o/

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

% shift(RoÀDLrsr, GREEN_DIST LrST, PERTOD, SHTFTTNG,

% POSSIBLE SHIFTING LIST)

o/lo

% This predicate will accept a road list, a green time list,

% one proposed period element and a list of possible shiftings.

% It then tries to match the spatial period

% into Èhe road list and green time list

% by varying its shifting (from shifting Iist).

% The actual matching is not done here, the role of this

% predicate is setting up the match and check the boundary
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% condit ions.
o//o

o/lo

o/

o//o

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

shift( [], GREEN_DIST LrST, pERrOD, ll,
POSSIBLE SHIFTING LIST).

% Boundary condition number one. if the road list is an: ''.
% empty list then no shifting nor period is needed.

.'. ': '.:' ' : '.
:-: :t.. %

o/lo

o/
/o

shift(nolpr.tsr, GREEN Drsr Lrsr, 1, 0,

POSSIBT,E OFFSET LIST) .

o/
/o

% Boundary condition number two, if the period proposed is 1,

% then everything would match and the shifting must be 0.

ol
/o

-::.i-,.
:':.:--,- - O1
::.: ; ::: -:: lo

o/i. . .-t;.- /o

% matchline will match every elements in the road list

% with the period and shifting, the acceptable

% resulting elements are stored in a list
,,ll:4,,:,,,,,:,: : .-:: : j:':-:: % called as distance 1ist. The computer wiII check if the

% two distance list (the original road list and the newly

% created distance list) is the same.

% The first rule will succeed if the match is acceptable

',,,,,,r,,, % with the period and shifting given. The cut will prevent the
:i'l



% backiracking. The second rule will be activated after the

% failure of the first rule which will take another shifting

% with the period.
o//o

% Rule 1.

o,//o

shift(noe¡r.tsr, GREEN_DIsT LrsT, PERroD, sHrFTrNG,

lsHrrrrnc I ssrrrrNc_TÀrLl) :-
o//o

natchline(notpLlsT, GREEN DIST LIST, PERIOD,

sHrFTING, RON)r,rST),

!.
%

o/
/o

% RuIe 2.

%

shift (noeor,tsr, cREEN_Drsr Lrsr,pERroD, sHrFTrNc,

lssrrrrxc_HEru) | sxrrrrNc_TÀrLl ) :-
shíft (no¡or.lsr, GREEN_DIsr LrsT, PERroD,

sHrFTrNG, SHTFTTNG_TAIr,) .

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

% matchline(noeolrsr, GREEN_Drsr Lrsr, PERroD,

% SHIFTING, ROADLIST)

%

% This predicate accepts a ROAD LIST, a GREEN DISTANCE LIST
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o//o

o/

o/lo

o/to

o/
/o

o/
/o

o//o

o//o

o//o

o//ô

o//o

o//o

%

o//o

o/

o,//o

o//o

o/to

0//o

o//o

o/to

o/
/o

o//o

o//o

o/lo

o/lo

%

%

(from 0 to 2 delta D), a proposed spatial period va1ue,

one spatial shifting value (fron the SPATIÀL SHIFTING LIST)

and returns a resulting ROÀD LIST. After searching through

every given elements in the ROAD LIST. This process is

implemented by the procedure printed below.

This predicate will take an element of road list one by one,

'moded'by a given spatial period that is producing an instance

of the variable MODHEÀD. these distances in excess of space

period multiples are subtracted by the spatial shifting.
The converted distance element is matched with

the green time range for green passage. If the checking

is acceptable, the original distance element is stored, else

it is throw avray. Every distance elements are checked, and a

resulting road list is created. If the original road Iist
is the same as the resulting road list then the period is
called to be accepted.

The predicate 'member' will match one element form a Iist,
which is the matching taking place. The predicate 'modline'

wiIl normalize the'moded'distance by subtracting the

shifting value from it.

Again, there are two rules, rule two will apply whereas rule

one failed.

BOUNDARY CONDITION
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natchline( [], GREEN_DrST LIST, pERrOD, SHrFTrNc, [] ).
o//o

% Rule 1.

o/fo

matchline( lorsrexcn_HEru) | orsrexcn_TÀrt,],

GREEN DIST LIST, PERIOD, SHIFTING,

lorsrexcn_Hnru) | nnsur.rrNc prsrANcEI ) :-
MODHEAD is DISTANCE-HEN) mod PERIOD,

- nodline (nnntoo, MoDHEAD, sHrFTrNc, NoRMMoDHEN)),

member (non¡aæoHEAD, GREEN_DIsr trST),
!,
matchlÍne(orsrANcE_TÀIL, GREEN_DIST LIST, PERIOD,

sHrFTrNG, RESI LTTNG_DISTÀtrCE) .

o/lo

% RuIe 2.

o//o

matchlíne( lorsrer¡cE_Hnru) | orsraxcE_TÀrL],

GREEN_DIST LrST, pERrOD, SHIFTING,

REST'ITING-DISTÀNCE) ¡-
natchline(orSTÀNCE_TÀIL, GREEN DIST_LIST,

pERroD, sHrFTrNG, RESI'LTTNG_DTSTANCE) .

o/lo

%

% The first rule removes the head of the ROAD LIST. If this
% element do not match with the GREEN DTSTANCE LIST

% by failing the predicate 'member'. The backtracking

% mechanism will fail this rule, and then invoke rule 2.
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% I f the subgoal 'member' succeeds, and reaches the

% boundary condition, then the predicate wilI also succeeCs.
o//ô

. o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o,
7o/o/o/o7o/o/o-/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

% modline(eentoo, MoÐHEÀD, sHrFTrNc, NoRMMODHEAD)

o/
to

% rhis predicate wiIl normalize the subtraction of

% shiftings from the 'moded' distance.

% For example, if period is 10, 'moded'distance is 4, shifting
% is 3, then the resulting normalized 'moded' distance will be

% 4 - J = 1.

% If the period is 10, 'moded'distance is 4t shifting is 8, then

% the resulting normalized 'moded' distance should be 6

% instead of *4, because of the periodicity.
o//o

%

modline(pgnroo, MoDHEAD, SHTFTING, NORMMODHEAD) :-
o/
lo

NORI¡IMODHEÀI) iS (T.TOOI¡EAD - SHIFTING + PERIOD) MOd PERIOD.

%

o/
/o

%

o/ ::

lo

o/
/o

%

o/o/o/o/o/olo/o/
7o7o7oh7o7o7o7o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%
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o/

o/
lo

o/
/o

% OffSCT(ROEOITSI, GREEN-DIST LIST, MEANSPEED,

PERIOD LIST, SPATIAL-SHIFTING LIST,

TIME_OFFSET LIST,

GREEN LOSS T,TST)

%

o/lo

% This predicate will create one time offset list from the first
% acceptable period given. Since the variables Period_list and

% Spatial_shifting_list are instantiated before they are passed

% to the predicate, there are some special conditions one can

% assumed" If the period list is not empty, every elements are

% expected to be acceptable in the distance and green passage

% set up. The predicate is protected from special cases.

% Because of the limitation of the interpreter, only integer

% is allowed. The convertion from the space shiftings to time

% offsets, the formulae are not 'completed' of not dividing
% the speed back into the resulting time offsets. The resulting
% time offset elements are known as leading or lagging by

% their sign(leading is positive, lagging is negative). One

% wiII take the center of the green passage as the center point.
o/
/o

0,1
/o

o//o

o//o

of/o

o/
/o

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

of fset (no¡or.lsr, GREEN_DIST LrsT, MEANSPEED,



o/,o

o/
/o

o/
/o

of f set( [], GREEN Drsr r.rsr, MEÀI{SpEED,

pnRroDLrsr, spATrAL sHrFTrNc trst, [], [] ).
o//o

%

o//o

% RuIe..
o//o

of fEer ( lorsr¡xcE_HEAD I orsr¡xce_TarL],

GREEN-DIST tIST, MEÀ!{SPEED,

lpnnroo_Hneo I eenroo_TÀrrl,

lsperrer_snrrrrnc_r{EAD I searreL_sHrFTrNG_TÀrLI,

[trræ_orF'sET_HEN) | rrun_oFFsET_TArf,] r

lcnseN r,oss_HEN) | cnssN ross_rÀrLl ) 3-
o/

'lo

%

TEMP iS (OTSTMCE_HEAI) - SPATIAL SHIE'TING-HEAI))

inod 
"r*rOO-"EÀD,

leadlag(rgup, cREEN_Drsr Lrsr, TrME_oFFSET_HEAI),

GREEN toss-HEN), MEANsPego) |
o/lo

% Temp is a temporary variable, while predicate leadlag will
% check for the displace(leading or lagging) from the center

% point.
o//o

t,
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%

of fset (prsr¡xcE_TArL, GREEN_DrST r,rsT, MEANSPEED,

lpnnroo_nslD I ennrou_TÀrLl,

lsprrr¡r sHrFTrNc_HEar) |

sPÀTrAL SHTFTTNG_TAII],

TIME-OFFSET-TAIL, GREEN f.OSS-fttf,) .

o//c

%

o/
,/o

%

o/ o/ o/ o,/ o/o,to/o,t o/o/o/o/ o/o/ o,/o/ o/o/ o/o/ o,t o/ o/ o/o/o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/ o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ o/o/ o/o/olo/ o/ o./o/o,/ o/ o/o/ o/o/o/o/o/ o/ ol/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/olo/o/o/o/o/o/ô/o/o/ô/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o

%

% leadlag(t{ooep prsrÀNcE, GREEN_DIST LrST, TIME_oFFSET,

% GREEN LOSS LIST, t-lSeNSPeeP)

%

% This predicate will check for the displace of the passing from

% the center point of the green time. Positive indicates leading,

% while negative indicates lagging. The 'moded' distance must

% fit into the green time because of the predicate set up.
o//o

7/"

Ieadlag([toogo_orsTANcE, GREEN_DIST T,rST, TI]iE_OFFSET,

GREEN LOSS-HEN), ITEANSPEED ) 3 -
lastelement (GngnN_,,Drsr Lrsr, LÀST_GREENTTME),

MID-GREENTIME íS LÀST-GREENTIME / Z,

TIME_OFFSET is MODED_DISTÀNCE - MID_GREENTIME,

abs ( t¡ ug_oFFsET , ABsrr uEoFFsET ) ,

GREEN IOSS-HEAI) is MEAI{SPEED * ÀBSTIMEOFFSET.
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o/
/o

o//o

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

o/
/o

% abs(SIGNNUM, ÀBSNLM)

o/
/o

% This is a mathematical function that will accept a signed

% integer (i.e. either positive or negative, zero is a special

% case that nothing will be altered), then returns its
% absolute va1ue.
o/
/o

%RuIe1:
o//o

abs(srcNNttM, ABsNIrltl :-

SIGNNIM < 0, ABSNtnit ís -1 * SIGNNI'M, l.
o/lo

% Rule2:
o/
/o

abs (srcNNt u, ABsNttM) 3 -

ÀBSNIM is SIGNNUM, l.
o/lo

o/
/o

o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/0/o/0/o/olo/o/olo/o/o/o//olo/o/o/o/o/o/o/olo/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o,/o/o/o,/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ot/o/o/o/o/o/o/o

o/
/o

% Iastelement(soMELIsl, THELASTELEMENT)

%

o/
/o
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o/

o/lo

o/
/o

e/
/o

% This predicate will return the last element of a list. If
% the list is an empty list, then an empty variabte will be

% returned.
o//o

% BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

o/
/o

lastelement( [] , [] ).

Iastelement( [oxn prpMENT Lrsr], oNE_ELEMENT Lrsr) !- t.

Iastelement( IHnAD r.rsr I mrr. t.lsT], THELASTELEMENT] :-
Iastelement (rell Lrsr, TI{ELASTEÍ.EMENT) .

o//o

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%7/"%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%7;%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

o/

% append(r.rSt1 , LIST2, RESULTINGLIST)

o/
/o

o//o

% Append will append two lists into one as the resulting list.

% BOUNDÀRY CONDITION

o/
/ô

%

append( il, Lrsr2, Lrsr2).

o/
/o

o/
,/o
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o/lo

o/
/o

append( lHplpr,rsrl I rerrr,rsrl ], Lrsr2,

lr¡saDr,rsrl I nnsur.rrNcLrsrl ) :-
append(TÀrLLrsrl , Lrsrz, REsItLTrNGtrsr) .

o/lo

o/
/o

o/o/o/o/o/ o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ø,/o/o/o/o/ o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ o/o/o/ o,/o/o/o/o/o/ o/o/o/o/o/ o/
/o /o/o /o /o /o /o/o /o /o /o /o /o lo /o/o/o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o/o,/o /o /o /o /o,/o /o /o/o/o /o /o/o /o /o/o,/o /o/o/olo/o/o/o/o /o /o /o/o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o/o /o/o/o/o/o/o

o/lo

% member (er.elreNr, ltsr)
%

% Member will succeed if the Element is contained in the List"
% It will fail otherwise.
o//o

o/
/o

o/
fo

% BOUNDARY CONDITION

o/lo

member(ereìæxr, [gLetEÀIr I rarr., usr]].

member(grpÞExr, lsounr¡¡trc I rarr. r.rsr]) ¡-
member (nrelæNr, TÀrr, Lrsr) .

o/
/o

o//o

of
/o
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